Programming: Charlie’s Place  
Assignment(s): Watch Charlie’s Place and answer the questions below.

**Reflective Questions**

1. How did segregation impact popular culture? What role did Charlie’s Place play in easing and amplifying racial tensions?

2. Charlie’s Place was included in the Green Book. Geographically speaking, what made Charlie’s Place an attractive entertainment spot for both artists and visitors? What made it dangerous?

3. Who is Cynthia Harrell? Why is she important in popular culture?

4. Residents of Myrtle Beach are working to revitalize the area where Charlie’s Place once stood. Why is revitalization necessary? What should be remembered, what should be restored, and what should be remixed?

**Activity**

If you could create a place of your own like Charlie’s Place, what would it be like? Provide detailed responses to the questions below.

   a. Where would it be located?
   b. How would you decorate it?
   c. Who would be your target audience?
   d. What entertainers would you invite to perform? Design a poster to promote the act.